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A Mission of Superlatives

High Performance  
Space Coronagraphy 

Hubble’s 

Camera


WFIRST’s 

Camera


100x the Hubble Field of View 
(at the same sensitivity and resolution)

Technology Transfer  
of a Hubble-Sized Mirror  
from the DoD to Science 

Ushers in the “Big Data Era” 
of NASA Astrophysics 

First High-Resolution Maps of the Universe 
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National Academy of Sciences 
Astronomy & Astrophysics 


Decadal Survey (2010)

Wide-Field Infrared Surveys of the Universe 
(Guest Observer & Investigator Opportunities) 

Dark Energy and the  
Fate of the Universe 

? 

? ? 

The full distribution of planets around stars 

Technology Development for 
Exploration of New Worlds 

Our Guiding Principle
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WFIRST StatusThe Telescope 
Hubble-sized 2.4m Telescope


Donated to NASA and Undergoing Testing

WFIRST’s Wide Field  
Instrument 

WFIRST’s Coronagraph High Performance 
Space Coronagraphy 

Hubble’s 

Camera


WFIRST’s 

Camera


100x the Hubble Field of View 
(at the same sensitivity and 

Wide Field Instrument 
• 300M pixel camera w/ 18 4K detectors

• 100x the Hubble FoV, w/ 0.1” pixels

• Space “Big Data” complement to LSST

• Highly synergistic w/ JWST

Coronagraph Instrument 
• Starlight suppression by factors up to 1 billion to 1

• Builds the foundation for future large telescopes to 

search for biosignatures on nearby worlds


The Instruments 
Wide Field Instrument and Coronagraphic 


Instrument are under Development
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Hubble Sized Mirror with a Survey Sized Camera
Hubble Space Telescope 

• 14,000+ research publications w/ > 600,000 citations

• 2.5 new published papers per day

• 1000+ scientific proposals per year

• Training of over 1000 grad students and 600 PhD thesis

• Countless scientific breakthroughs

The Sloan Digital Sky Survey 

• 5000+ research publications, w/ > 245,000 citations

• 1000+ astronomer user community

• 14,000 sq deg survey cataloged >1 billion objects

• Created the most detailed map of the Universe to date


Guest  
Observer 

Guest  
Investigator 

#LSST2017
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Imaging, Spectroscopy, and Coronagraphy Capabilities
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The Observing Program
Possible Survey Implementations 

High Latitude Survey (2000 sq deg at 27th mag in YJHF184 + spectra)

Dark Energy — Cosmic Lensing — High-z Galaxies — Galactic Halo Substructure 

Galactic Bulge Survey (2.2 sq deg at high cadence)

Exoplanet Census — Free Floating Planets — Stellar Pops — Galactic Structure

Deep Field Surveys (~10 deg2 fields at 28-29th mag, with high cadence)

Supernova Discovery — First Light — Galaxy Evolution 

Exoplanet (+ Other Objects) Imaging Survey (109 contrast ratio direct imaging)

Exoplanet Discovery and Characterization — Disks — Massive Star Atmospheres

Guest Observer Surveys (user specified instrument, depth, area, …)

Broad astrophysics from Solar System exploration to cosmology

Guest Investigator Surveys (funded archival research from survey data)

Broad astrophysics from Solar System exploration to cosmology

WFIRST is a new NASA facility for the entire astronomical community 
100% of WFIRST’s observing time is available
The specific implementation of core surveys and all Guest Observer time, as well as 
associated funding, remain to be competed and selected through peer review
The WFIRST science teams for the operational mission phase remain to be selected
The current Formulation Science Working Group (FSWG) will be disbanded in early 2021

All WFIRST data will be non-proprietary and publicly available through an archive
Selected science teams will help define the WFIRST observing plan, but will not have privileged 
data access
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WFIRST Tool Kits are Available

Wavelength 
Dependent 

PSF Simulator

3-D Exposure 
Time Calculator

Stellar Pops 
Image Simulator

Multi-mission Field 
of View Overlay

Simulation Tool Kits Now Available at WFIRST Science Centers
http://www.stsci.edu/wfirst/software

https://wfirst.ipac.caltech.edu/sims/Simulations_csv.html

#LSST2017

http://www.stsci.edu/wfirst/software
https://wfirst.ipac.caltech.edu/sims/


Expressing LSST-WFIRST Synergies…

#LSST2017
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Stars and the Milky Way Galaxy

Enhancing the Science w/ WFIRST
•GO surveys of key sight lines will separate sources that are blended in LSST data 
•GO pointed observations of star clusters will extend imaging into the crowded centers where LSST is limited

Disk, halo structure 
(3D spatial - [Fe/H] maps)

Census of the 

Solar neighborhood

Galactic bar/bulge pops 
and structure

Structure of the 
Magellanic Clouds

Wide-field mapping of 
star clusters and their ejected 

populations

Rare events, novae, 
exotic stars
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Stars and the Milky Way Galaxy

47 Tuc - Kalirai et al. (2012)
Correnti, Kalirai et al. (2015, ApJ, submitted)

Stellar Populations w/ Precise Distances

Milky Way Field Stars and Star Clusters
•Maps of the galaxy - M dwarfs to edge of MW
•Sub Gyr ages through modeling IR CMD
•IMF through H-burning limit to substellar regime
•Early cluster formation and multiple pops

#LSST2017



Stars and the Milky Way Galaxy

Enhancing the Science w/ WFIRST
•GO surveys of key sight lines will separate sources that are blended in LSST data 
•GO pointed observations of star clusters will extend imaging into the crowded centers where LSST is limited
•Microlensing survey is really a bulge cadence survey - light curves and asteroseismology of 1 million red giants

Disk, halo structure 
(3D spatial - [Fe/H] maps)

Census of the 

Solar neighborhood

Galactic 
bar/bulge pops and 

Structure of the 
Magellanic Clouds

Wide-field mapping of 
star clusters and their ejected 

populations

Rare events, novae, 
exotic stars
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Stars and the Milky Way Galaxy

47 Tuc - Kalirai et al. (2012)
Correnti, Kalirai et al. (2015, ApJ, submitted)

Stellar Populations w/ Precise Distances

Milky Way Field Stars and Star Clusters
•Maps of the galaxy - M dwarfs to edge of MW
•Sub Gyr ages through modeling IR CMD
•IMF through H-burning limit to substellar regime
•Early cluster formation and multiple pops

Simulated microlensing survey field
(1/1500 of the ML survey)

Asteroseismology of 1 Million Red Giants

Bulge Microlensing Survey
•Interior structure of evolved stars
•Independent measurements of stellar masses
•Stellar IMF, mass loss rates, model calibration
•Isolated black holes and neutron stars

#LSST2017



Stars and the Milky Way Galaxy

Enhancing the Science w/ WFIRST
•GO surveys of key sight lines will separate sources that are blended in LSST data 
•GO pointed observations of star clusters will extend imaging into the crowded centers where LSST is limited
•Microlensing survey is really a bulge cadence survey - light curves and asteroseismology of 1 million red giants
•GO planar surveys will resolve low mass stars in extincted regions to explore the structure of the Galactic center and 
its populations where LSST can not look
•Deep surveys of the Magellanic Clouds will provide “true” luminosity functions free from galaxy contamination

Disk, halo structure 
(3D spatial - [Fe/H] maps)

Census of the 

Solar neighborhood

Galactic 
bar/bulge pops and 

Structure of the 
Magellanic Clouds

Wide-field mapping of 
star clusters and their ejected 

populations

Rare events, novae, 
exotic stars
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Galactic Halo and Local Volume
Census of dwarf 
galaxies in halos

Accretion history through 
direct star formation histories

Maps of substructure to test 
galaxy formation simulations

Calibration of stellar relations to 
interpret populations in high-z galaxies

Local flow field

#LSST2017

Enhancing the Science w/ WFIRST
•High latitude survey over 2000 sq deg offers NIR imaging to improve LSST completeness, esp. for low mass stars.
•WFIRST imaging will test LSST’s star-galaxy separation



Galactic Halo and Local Volume
Increase Contrast of MW Streams & UFDs

Substructure and Dwarf Galaxies
•SDSS detects faintest substructure to 1% of MW volume 
•WFIRST enables “full volume” halo structure detection
•High precision NIR imaging will characterize SFHs
•Huge gain in resolving faint stars vs background galaxies

2000 deg2!

SDSS Field of Streams

(Belokurov et al. 2006)

#LSST2017



Galactic Halo and Local Volume
Census of dwarf 
galaxies in halos

Accretion history through 
direct star formation histories

Maps of substructure to test 
galaxy formation simulations

Calibration of stellar relations to 
interpret populations in high-z galaxies

Local flow field

#LSST2017

Enhancing the Science w/ WFIRST
•High latitude survey over 2000 sq deg offers NIR imaging to improve LSST completeness, esp. for low mass stars
•WFIRST imaging will test LSST’s star-galaxy separation
•GO surveys of all nearby galaxies out to 10 Mpc provides high-resolution imaging overlapping LSST survey  
Enhances LSST photometry and morphology diagnostics
•WFIRST + LSST enables UV to NIR panchromatic color-magnitude diagrams.  Improved ages, metallicities, and 
completeness for substructure



Galactic Halo and Local Volume
Increase Contrast of MW Streams & UFDs

Substructure and Dwarf Galaxies
•SDSS detects faintest substructure to 1% of MW volume 
•WFIRST enables “full volume” halo structure detection
•High precision NIR imaging will characterize SFHs
•Huge gain in resolving faint stars vs background galaxies

2000 deg2!

SDSS Field of Streams

(Belokurov et al. 2006)

Full Resolved Galaxy Halos

Surveying Nearby Galaxies
•Age dating as a route to astrophysics 
•Star forming regions
•Limits of galaxy and halo formation
•History of galaxy clusters

#LSST2017



A Spiral Galaxy’s Resolved Halo - M31



Galactic Halo and Local Volume
Census of dwarf 
galaxies in halos

Accretion history through 
direct star formation histories

Maps of substructure to test 
galaxy formation simulations

Calibration of stellar relations to 
interpret populations in high-z galaxies

Local flow field

#LSST2017

Enhancing the Science w/ WFIRST
•High latitude survey over 2000 sq deg offers NIR imaging to improve LSST completeness, esp. for low mass stars
•WFIRST imaging will test LSST’s star-galaxy separation
•GO surveys of all nearby galaxies out to 10 Mpc provides high-resolution imaging overlapping LSST survey  
Enhances LSST photometry and morphology diagnostics
•WFIRST + LSST enables UV to NIR panchromatic color-magnitude diagrams.  Improved ages, metallicities, and 
completeness for substructure
•WFIRST astrometry is a cross check on LSST proper motion studies



Galactic Halo and Local Volume

#LSST2017

~10 µas Astrometry at >25th Mag

The Era of Wide Field Astrometry
•Kinematic structure in the Galactic halo
•Accretion history and size/shape of halo
•Orbits and (internal) dynamics of MW satellites
•Mass functions of black holes and neutron stars
•Super earths around nearby stars
•3D orbits of high-velocity stars
•Internal motion of stellar pops in LG galaxies

Direct Reference

Parallax to SY Aur 3

There are several reasons for these limitations. With
the most efficient imagers, light is discretely sampled in
pixels with angular size ∼ 40 and 50 mas (WFC3 UVIS
and ACS WFC, respectively). Measuring the position
of a source to better than ∼ 1% of the pixel size has
proved very difficult (Bellini et al. 2011); among the con-
tributors to a noise floor may be zonal and temporal
variations in the effective point-spread function (PSF),
and small-amplitude irregularities in the geometric dis-
tortion which cannot reliably be calibrated with exist-
ing data. Any variations in the jitter over the image—
produced, for example, by instantaneous rotations of the
telescope—will introduce an additional field variation of
the effective PSF. With the FGS, measurements are not
limited by pixel size, but they are carried out one star
at a time, so stability of the telescope and of the fo-
cal plane is paramount; in addition, the limited rate at
which photons can be collected with the phototube de-
tectors also limits the achievable S/N independent of the
source brightness.

2.2. Astrometry with Optical Scans

Many of the limitations of pointed observations can be
overcome via a new observing mode with WFC3, spa-
tial scanning under FGS control, developed for WFC3
in 2011 to obtain photometry during exoplanet transits.
In this mode, the target field is observed while the tele-
scope is slewing in a user-defined direction and rate (to
a maximum of 7.′′8 s−1). Up to 5′′ s−1, the telescope can
maintain FGS guiding at all times; for faster scan rates,
the telescope must be controlled by gyroscopes, leading
to a smoother but less accurate motion. Each source
thus describes a “trail” on the detector (see Figure 1).
In the simplest mode, the motion is straight and uni-
form, resulting in a straight trail with constant brightness
(counts per unit length) after accounting for geometric
distortion in the detector. The trails for all sources are
parallel in the distortion-corrected frame. More complex
“serpentine” scans are also possible and can be prefer-
able for sparse fields or exceptionally bright targets (see
§4).

Fig. 1.— (Left) Digital Sky Survey image of the field centered
around Cepheid SY Aur covered by WFC3-UVIS spatial scan-
ning. (Middle) Scan image of the field in F606W from DD pro-
gram 12879. Points become parallel lines with a greatly increased
number of samples along the scan direction and relative astrome-
try precision perpendicular to the scan. (Right) Scan field marked
with a box in the middle panel, magnified by a factor of 7.

Some of the advantages of this method are immedi-
ately obvious. The light from each source is spread over
a much larger number of pixels, allowing a larger global
S/N to be achieved for each source5 . Furthermore, each
long trail provides thousands of separate position mea-
surements in the cross-trail direction, one for each pixel
traversed, thus averaging out the impact of single-pixel
and local irregularities. Scanning at an angle relative to
the detector also provides sub-pixel sampling of the un-
dersampled WFC3 PSF. Because the measurements are
time-resolved (e.g., 25 pixels per second at a scan rate
of 1′′ s−1), the telescope jitter can be subtracted as a
function of time, negating the impact of even large (∼ 1
pixel) jitter events which are not uncommon. With spa-
tial scans, we expect to routinely achieve measurement
precision of one-thousandth of a WFC3-UVIS pixel (1
millipixel, or mpix, corresponding to 40 µas) or better.

The disadvantage of this method is that precise mea-
surements can be made in only one direction at a time,
the direction perpendicular to the scanning motion, as
positions in the direction along the motion are blurred
by the motion itself. Thus, a precise two-dimensional
measurement of relative positions requires in principle
two observations. It is advantageous to choose scans to
occur along the parallel readout direction (i.e., the Y -
detector axis), as this limits the dominant direction of
imperfect charge transfer and its attendant smearing to
occur along the direction not being measured. The much
smaller effect of the serial charge transfer efficiency is ad-
dressed in §2.5.2.

The disadvantage of obtaining positional changes in
just one dimension is minimal for the measurement of
parallaxes, as the motion of interest takes place in a pre-
dictable direction. By choosing the scan direction appro-
priately, the measurement can be made for the dominant
parallax component.

2.3. Designing the Observation

The main characteristics of the planned observations
relate to the brightness of the source, the availability of
reference stars within the detector field of view, and the
desired timing of the observation vs. the allowed tele-
scope roll angles. An unusually large degree of planning
and simulating is needed to obtain useful observations in
this mode.

As in all narrow-field astrometric observations, WFC3
spatial scan observations can only measure the relative
parallax of the target—the difference between the paral-
lax of the target and that of nearby reference stars. All
stars in the field of view move along similar parallactic
ellipses with the same shape, orientation, and phase be-
cause the apparent parallactic ellipse traced annually on
the sky is simply the reflex of the motion of the Earth
around the barycenter of the Solar System. However, the
amplitude of the motion of each star (e.g., its semima-
jor axis) scales inversely with its distance from the Sun,
and represents the parallax. Since the absolute point-
ing of each observation is not known to better than a
few tenths of an arcsecond, only the difference between

5 The original motivation for this mode was the ability to collect
> 108 photons per source without saturation, thus allowing high-
precision global and time-resolved photometry of bright sources
such as stars with transiting exoplanets.

Spatial Scanning Modeling 
Diffraction Spikes



Galaxies

#LSST2017

Spatial distribution of galaxies
Cosmic star-formation rate

Gravitational lensing 
and dark matter

UV luminosity function and 
environment

Fueling of star 
formation

Gas cooling in dark 
matter halos

Evolution of galaxy disk/
bulge morphologies

Role of galaxy mergers on 
observed propertiesRobertson et al. (2017)

Enhancing the Science w/ WFIRST
•High latitude survey (2000 sq deg, 27th mag, 4 filters) will measure 10,000 z = 8.5 galaxies



Galaxies
High-z Galaxy Luminosity Functions

High Latitude Survey 
•100,000 z > 8 galaxies
•1000s z > 9 galaxies
•Quasar hunting over 2000 sq deg 
•Large samples of rare objects at early times

10,000  z = 8.5 galaxies  

#LSST2017



Galaxies
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Spatial distribution of galaxies
Cosmic star-formation rate

Gravitational lensing 
and dark matter

UV luminosity function and 
environment

Fueling of star 
formation

Gas cooling in dark 
matter halos

Evolution of galaxy disk/
bulge morphologies

Role of galaxy mergers on 
observed propertiesRobertson et al. (2017)

Enhancing the Science w/ WFIRST
•High latitude survey (2000 sq deg, 27th mag, 4 filters) will measure 10,000 z = 8.5 galaxies
•WFIRST 0.1” image resolution will distinguish faint structures and shapes of galaxies, thereby aiding and calibrating 
LSST morphology and classifications
•WFIRST will provide Hubble-like imaging of 100s of gravitational clusters, complementing LSST’s weak lensing 
measurements to the strong lensing in the cores



Galaxies
High-z Galaxy Luminosity Functions

High Latitude Survey 
•100,000 z > 8 galaxies
•1000s z > 9 galaxies
•Quasar hunting over 2000 sq deg 
•Large samples of rare objects at early times

10,000  z = 8.5 galaxies  

Dark Matter on Intermediate Scales

Wide Field Mapping of 100s of Clusters in the HLS
•Cosmic structure formation
•Central dark matter distribution on 10-25 kpc 
•Discovery of rare merging/colliding clusters (e.g., 
Bullet) to set limits on self-interacting dark matter

#LSST2017



Galaxies

#LSST2017

Spatial distribution of galaxies
Cosmic star-formation rate

Gravitational lensing 
and dark matter

UV luminosity function and 
environment

Fueling of star 
formation

Gas cooling in dark 
matter halos

Evolution of galaxy disk/
bulge morphologies

Role of galaxy mergers on 
observed propertiesRobertson et al. (2017)

Enhancing the Science w/ WFIRST
•High latitude survey (2000 sq deg, 27th mag, 4 filters) will measure 10,000 z = 8.5 galaxies
•WFIRST 0.1” image resolution will distinguish faint structures and shapes of galaxies, thereby aiding and calibrating 
LSST morphology and classifications
•WFIRST will provide Hubble-like imaging of 100s of gravitational clusters, complementing LSST’s weak lensing 
measurements to the strong lensing in the cores
•WFIRST NIR colors add value to LSST visible imaging to infer the properties of the stellar populations
•WFIRST grism spectroscopy surveys will chart the history and topology of reionization from z = 7 to beyond 10
•WFIRST planning includes multiple extragalactic “Deep Fields” that are synergistic with LSST’s Deep Drilling Fields



LSST Deep Drilling Fields

Key Questions in Galaxy Formation and Evolution 
1.) How do cosmic environments influence galaxy evolution? 

–  WFIRST will provide enormous samples of galaxies that probe all relevant ranges of cosmic density


2.) What can rare objects tell us about galaxy formation? 
–  WFIRST can discover the most luminous galaxies and most massive black holes back to the first 500 Myr


3.) When was cosmic reionization? 
–  WFIRST can use Lyman alpha light from high redshift to map the transition from neutral to ionized gas


4.) How do galaxies and quasars contribute to cosmic reionization 
–  WFIRST can identify representative samples of galaxies and quasars during the reionization epoch, and 


       quantify their relative importance for ionizing the intergalactic medium


LSST + WFIRST

#LSST2017



>50x Dither Mosaic for Depth and Image Quality
Hubble 

UDF

Beckwith et al. 2006, Koekemoer et al. 2013, Ellis et al. 2013, Illingworth et al. 2013

WFIRST can ident i fy distant 
galaxies via their extremely red 
colors, and confirm with grism 
spectroscopy. The WFIRST UDF 
would find ~100x more z>10 
galaxies than all HST surveys.

H BandJH BandJ Band

Y BandOptical Z Band

z~11 galaxy

A WFIRST Ultra Deep Field

Coe et al. 2013

WFIRST Ultra Deep Field 
– Probes >100x more area than Hubble UDF


– Probes more area than contiguous JWST surveys


– Discovery of ~1,000 z > 10 galaxies!


– First environmental measure for faint, high-z galaxies 
responsible for cosmic reionization


– Complements census from HLS and SN surveys (is 
more sensitive to faint galaxies that produce the bulk 
of the cosmic UV luminosity density)


– Source of important targets for JWST spectroscopy 
(average star forming galaxies at high-z)


– Complements JWST high-z galaxy searches by 
providing a sense of the diversity of star forming 
galaxy properties at a given galaxy mass and redshift

#LSST2017



>50x Dither Mosaic for Depth and Image Quality

WFIRST “Supernova” Fields (aka also Deep Fields)

#LSST2017

Survey Tier Redshift Range Area (deg2) Discovery Filters Depth (mag)
Shallow 0.1 < z < 0.4 27.44 Y106, J129 25.0, 25.1
Medium 0.4 < z < 0.8 8.96 J129, H158 27.3, 27.2

Deep 0.8 < z < 1.7 5.04 J129, H158 28.9, 28.8

Three-Tier WFIRST Supernova Survey

Hounsell et al. (2017)

Also, combined light curve fitting w/ LSST+WFIRST images is highly complementary



Dark Energy and Cosmology
Weak 

lensing

Type Ia supernovae

Large scale 
structure

Photometric 
Redshifts

Cluster 
counts

WFIRST Cosmology Roadmap

Enhancing the Science with WFIRST
•Blending of galaxies in LSST’s survey will lead to serious biases in shear estimation and photo-z’s

– Even worst in galaxy clusters…will lead to multiple biases
•WFIRST NIR imaging improves LSST photo-z completeness and uncertainty
•LSST will benefit from sharp likelihood peaks in WFIRST bands

– Unique in precision, redshift range, control of measurement and astrophysical systematics
•LSST benefits from WFIRST speed to reach 27th mag early in the 10-year survey

– Unique in depth, detail, and control of measurement and astrophysical systematics
#LSST2017



Dark Energy and Cosmology

Dark Energy with WFIRST
1.) The ultimate supernova cosmology experiment

– Unique in precision, redshift range, control of measurement and astrophysical systematics
2.) The best controlled weak lensing experiment

– Unique in depth, detail, and control of measurement and astrophysical systematics
3.) The densest large scale map of structure at z = 1-2

– Only WFIRST can map this redshift range at the density needed to reveal details of structure
Per unit time, WFIRST is the most powerful supernova, weak lensing, and z = 1-2 spectroscopic facility
(WFIRST = 2 yrs, Euclid = 6 yrs, LSST = 10 yrs) - opportunity to be flexible and optimize LSST-WFIRST

#LSST2017

D. Weinberg



WFIRST Makes LSST Better
Better Completeness Better Deblending Better Photo-z’s

also, for extincted regions of the MW plane

M. Graham

#LSST2017



The LSST-WFIRST Connection is Deep
What Should we do to Foster the Connection 
1.) Seems to be good coordination on the dark energy side; other communities need to engage one another.

2.) Better attendance and cross talk from LSST community at WFIRST meetings (and vice versa).

3.) A joint WFIRST-LSST science conference?

4.) Ideas to drive actual decisions that are about to be made.

- LSST mini surveys and deep drilling fields.

- WFIRST placement (or even area, depth, filters) of the High Latitude Survey.

- WFIRST placement of the supernovae (i.e., “deep”) fields.


5.) Involvement in the tri-agency working groups…need more communication on plans for joint processing.

  - cadence coordination, coordinated data releases, joint pixel processing, simulations.

  - currently defining requirements and estimating scope (phase 2).

6.) Simulations involving Subaru HSC and Hubble WFC3-IR.

7.) Archival investments to handle Big Data.

8.) Public outreach - NASA has the right prescription.

9.) Should short term priorities be conveyed to the next Decadal survey?


#LSST2017



The WFIRST Formulation Science Working Group

#LSST2017

FSWG Member & Deputies Role

Jeff Kruk Project Scientist, Chair

Jeremy Kasdin CGI Adjutant Scientist,
Co-Chair

David Spergel WFI Adjutant Scientist,
Co-Chair

Olivier Dore (Chris Hirata,  
Yun Wang, David Weinberg)

Weak Lensing, 
Redshift Survey

Ryan Foley Supernovae
Scott Gaudi (Dave Bennett) Microlensing

Jason Kalirai GO, Milky Way
Bruce Macintosh (Nikole Lewis) Coronagraph

Saul Perlmutter Supernovae
James Rhoads GO, Cosmic Dawn

Brant Robertson GO, Extragalactic
Alexander Szalay GI, Archival Science

Margaret Turnbull (Aki Roberge) Coronagraph
Benjamin Williams GO, Nearby Galaxies

FSWG Members Role
Dominic Benford Program Scientist

Ken Carpenter Science Center
Lee Armus Science Center

Jason Rhodes Deputy Project Scientist
Roeland van der Marel Science Center

FSWG Members Role
Anthony Boccaletti ESA Rep

Jean Dupuis CSA Rep
Thomas Henning ESA Rep

Toru Yamada JAXA Rep

Ex-Officio

International Representatives



The LSST-WFIRST Connection will be in the JWST Era!



2020s: Aligning Priorities
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